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Technical details of the course

● 1+11 lectures
● Book:    A Short Course on Topological Insulators: Band-

structure topology and edge states in one and two 
dimensions

● On arxiv 
● The book and extra material downloadable from 

http://optics.szfki.kfki.hu/~asboth/topins_course/
● End of semester: written + oral exam for grade

http://optics.szfki.kfki.hu/~asboth/topins_course/


  

Topological quantum matter 

Inherent topological order
Symmetry protected 
topological order

•Interacting Hamiltonians
•Degenerate ground state
•No local order parameter
•Long Range Entanglement
•No smooth transformation to 
simple phase without closing 
bulk gap 

•Short Range Entanglement
●Smooth transformation to 
simple phase without closing 
bulk gap 
●No smooth transformation to 
simple phase without closing 
bulk gap that respects the 
symmetry e.g.: Kitaev's Toric Code

e.g.: Topological Band Insulators

Symmetries: 
 - particle number conservation
 - time-reversal
 - particle-hole
 - chiral



  

Insulators have Bulk and Edge 

(includes superconductors in mean-field, 
  using Bogoliubov-de Gennes trick)



  

Bulk of Insulators: H(k) is a mapping from a torus
to a Hilbert space. Can have topological invariants.  

Simplest case, two levels: 

Mapping from d-dimensional torus to Bloch sphere

Generally: 
map from torus to 
Grassmannian manifold: 
projector to occupied states 
modulo extra trivial bands

Examples for Topological Invariants will follow



  

Bulk topological invariants give information
about low-energy physics at the edge

1D, chiral symmetry: 
  Winding number = # of topologically protected
    0-energy states

2D, no symmetries: 
  Chern number = # of topologically protected
    one-way edge states 

Higher dimensions



  

1D, 0-energy excitations in polyacetylene

1D, Charge pumping in insulators

2D, Chern number and one-way edge states

2D, Time-reversal invariant topological insulators

Lattice models and Low-energy, long-wavelength approximations 

Experiments



  

1 Dimension with Sublattice Symmetry

Simplest Topological Insulator: Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) 
model for polyacetylene, 1979

Bulk Hamiltonian:

Closed loop on the kx-ky plane, 
with the origin excluded
   winding number  →



  

Sublattice symmetry = chiral symmetry of the 
Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model

Define sublattice projectors A, B, symmetry operator Γ

No transitions between sites on the same sublattice:



  

Bulk sublattice polarization = winding number ν

Bulk polarization 
identified with Zak phase:

Projected to a 
single sublattice:

Sublattice 
polarization:

Details: Mondragon-Shem et al, PRL 113, 046802 (2014)



  

Bulk – boundary correspondence 

# of edge states 
pinned to 0 energy 

Winding number of 
H(k) in BZ

=

 → Robust predictions for low energy physics between
     bulks or at the physical edges* with perturbations that
        - respect chiral symmetry
        - do not close bulk gap

*: dependence on edge termination in case of chiral symmetry



  

It gets better in 2 dimensions



  

2 Dimensions with no symmetries

Example: Qi-Wu-Zhang model 

Closed surface in Brillouin Zone, with origin excluded 
   how many times does it contain the origin? →



  

Are there different ways to comb a torus?

“Combing”: flattening the hairs



  

Are there different ways to comb a torus? - Yes

Two topological invariants, 
  windings along kx and ky

“Combing”: flattening the hairs



  

Are there different ways to 3D-comb a torus?

Two topological invariants, 
  windings along kx and ky

“Combing”: flattening the hairs

What if the hairs are allowed to point anywhere? 

Map from torus to unit sphere



  

   A skyrmion is a topological defect

      → # of skyrmions topological invariant:
      Different ways of 3D-combing 



  

Generalization of invariant to arbitrary levels: 
Chern number 

# of times origin is contained

# of skyrmions on the surface 

Flux of Berry curvature

Berry connection 

Berry curvature

Flux of Berry curvature 

(first) Chern number 

Efficient discretization: Fukui, Suzuki, Hatsugai, 
JPSJ 74(6):1674–1677 (2005) 



  

Consequence of Chern number for the bulk: 
anomalous velocity

Known since 1954, Karplus & Luttinger, but 
missing from textbooks, e.g., Ashcroft & Mermin

Reminiscent of Lorentz force
Gives transverse Hall current



  

Consequence of Chern number for the edge: 
chiral (one-way) edge states, robust conduction

Q=1

Q=0

contact 1 contact 2

Quantum Hall  
sample



  

# of Edge state bands = Chern number 
By mapping H(k

x
,k

y
) to H(k

x
,t)



  

Edge states are robust against disorder



  

Periodic Table of Topological Insulators

Teo & Kane, PRB 82, 115120 (2010)



  

Summary of the course

   - Band Insulators can have bulk topological invariants

   - Universality: dimension, symmetries matter 

   - Bulk topological invariants predict edge states 

   - Systems of different dimensionality connected 

   - Useful for protection of quantum information

Teo & Kane, PRB 82, 115120 (2010)
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